Join the circular economy
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More and more companies use
their business interiors to show
who they are and what they stand
for. Inspire your customers to be
daring: How to make clear
choices for the future.
Circular carpet is THE way to
make a real statement: For a
brighter future.
FOLLOW THE CHANGES
It is time for change; for a new
system. Producing, consuming
and discarding is not the way to
go forward. One end of the chain
suffers from a lack in raw material
and fossil-based energy and the
other end has an ever-increasing
amount of waste.
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It is time for a new world. One
with a circular economy that
allows us to go full circle and
become more economical with
resources and products. Where
we monitor what we produce and
consume. And in which we try to
recycle as much as we can. It is a
world where we take care of the
future. And we would like to be
part of this.

This is a game changer.

A true Donkersloot.
CARPETS IN THE REMAKE
Donkersloot is taking the lead. We
believe that a circular economy
is the new reality.
We proudly present BT40:
a circular carpet with the unique
Niaga®-technology. The very first
carpet that can be fully recycled
and made into a new carpet of
the exact same top quality,
over and over again.
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A major breakthrough for the carpet industry!

NIAGA® DUO
Our circular carpet consists of:

100% RECYCLABLE THANKS TO
NIAGA®-TECHNOLOGY
Until recently, recycling a carpet
was practically impossible as
carpet fibres were glued to the
latex bottom layer and could not
be separated.
But now there is Niaga® Duo,
developed by DSM and Niaga.
This specific component no
longer requires the use of latex.

•

Polyamide 6.0 carpet fibres

•

Niaga®-component

•

Recycled felt (PET) underlay

ITS MAIN FEATURES:
•

What makes Niaga®-technology
so special? The glue actually acts
like a screw: As tough as can be,
for as long as it needs to be, but
it can be easily disassembled for
optimal recycling. The backing,
glue, fibres: everything is
separable, until the very last
thread.

Inseparable when in use

• Can be completely separated
when recycled
BT40 CIRCULAR CARPET WITH
NIAGA®-TECHNOLOGY
We proudly present BT40.
A cool and sturdy bouclé in a
stone washed look. Available in
broadloom carpeting in a
variety of 14 different colours.
Also available as a rug in a
Denim colour.

COMPLETELY CIRCULAR
The recycled material will be used
to make a whole new circular
carpet. One that can be recycled
and made into the same
top-quality carpet that can be
expected of Donkersloot,
again and again.
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FUTURE PROOF
Step into the circular economy.
INDEFINITELY REUSABLE
100% recyclable, time after time.
ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTION
Energy and water saving
production method by the
Niaga®-component.
A STATEMENT IN EVERY
INTERIOR
A notably different, cool and
sturdy design.
SUITABLE FOR HEAVY-USE
In the heavy-duty quality that can
be expected from Donkersloot.
EASE
Lighter than latex carpet. Easy to
transport, install and remove.
SCENT-FREE
No odour emission, which is
perfect for both carpet-fitter and
customer.
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This is our circular carpet:

SAFE
No smoke development in case
of a fire.

WE

ARE

DONKERSLOOT
INNOVATOR
Innovation is in our blood.
INSPIRATOR
Our creativity inspires others.
REBELLIOUS
We make carpets exciting.
PASSIONATE
We cannot stop talking about
well designed interiors!

AUTHENTIC
A Donkersloot always stands out.
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Nijverheidswerf 37
1402 BV Bussum
The Netherlands
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T. +31 (0)88 2400 800
E. info@donkersloot-tapijt.nl

